# Biochemistry Crossword Puzzle

**Across**

3. Protein Monomers
9. Basic Building Blocks of Carbohydrates
11. Molecules Changing Shape Because of Hydrogen Bonds Breaking
14. Gives Directionality to a Protein
19. The Process in Which H₂O is Added to Break Bonds
20. Came From Something Living
22. "many" monomers linked together
23. A Disaccharide Commonly Known as Milk
24. Holds Reserve Energy (Storage)
27. Lipids Can’t Dissolve or Are...
28. Fats Found in Animals Are...
29. Another Name For Enzymes Not Used in Reactions
30. Differentiates the Different Amino Acids

**Down**

1. "Fruit Sugars"
2. The Type of Acids Found in Fat
4. Their Primary Function is to Provide Energy
5. Fats That Come From Animals Contain 1
6. Takes the Longest to Break Down
7. 2 Sugar Groups Bonded Together
8. Important For Cell Membranes
10. A Ring Of Fatty Acid
12. A Disaccharide Commonly Known as Table Salt
13. A Bond Between Amino Acids
15. Taking Away H₂O
16. Also Known As Fiber...
17. Fats Found in Plants Are...
18. A Type of Protein that Speeds Up Reactions
21. Building Blocks of Macromolecules
25. The Most Important Steroid For the Body
26. Most Common Simple Sugar